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Processing EASTROPAC STD Data and the Construction of
Vertical Temperature and Salinity Sections by Computer
By
FORREST R. MILLER
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
La J olIa, California 92037
and
KENNETH A. BLISS
National Marine Fisheries Service
Southwest Fisheries Center
La J olIa, California 92037

ABSTRACT
During the EASTROPAC expeditions the STD (salinity-temperature-depth recorder) was established as the principal instrument for obtaining detailed profiles
of temperature and salinity to depths exceeding 1,000 m. The STD system recorded
data in digital form on magnetic tape and required computer processing to provide
accurate temperatures and salinities at 1-m intervals for each hydrographic station.
Procedures for processing STD data from pre-processed digital logger tapes are
described. Also included is a discussion of processing temperatures and salinities
from the STD analog charts or from Nansen cast data when the digital daca logger
was not operative. Essential calibration of STD data from Nansen cast data is outlined. Finally, a computer program which prepares a final, annotated STD tape,
with corrected temperatures and salinities, is described in great detail.
Another computer program was developed to provide for the EASTROP AC
Atlas representative vertical sections of temperatures and salinities extracted from
the final STD tapes. Details of computer methods employed to analyze and contour
ST D data are presented, and they are followed by an outline of computer requirements and program limitations.
The STD provided many detailed profiles along cruise tracks in the eastern tropical Pacific with an accuracy approaching those taken by Nansen casts; but it created new problems in processing oceanographic data. The problems, their solutions
and recommendations are presented for those who may benefit from many months of
processing STD data from EASTROP AC cruises.
ever obtained. Three multi-ship survey (-ummel' and 'winter) cruises, linked by ingle-ship
monitor cruises, probed the ocean depths with
an electronic STD' (salinity-temperature-depth

INTRODUCTION
The EASTROP AC expeditions (1967-68) to
the eastern tropical Pacific have provided the
most extensive and continuous coverage of
oceanographic and meteorological conditions

1 The Appendix contains a brief description of the
STD and its operation.
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recorder) at unprecedented frequency. Six research vessels from the United States occupied
stations which established the STD as the principal instrument for obtaining temperature and
salinity data. The STD stations along the
major cruise tracks, identified in EASTROPAC
Information Papers 6, 8, 9, and 10 (Longhurst
1967, 1968, 1969a, and 1969b) and described
briefly in the next section, have provided oceanographers with data of such a high degree of
accuracy and vertical resolution that the microstructure of water masses in the eastern tropical Pacific could be examined in greater detail
than was possible heretofore with conventional
bathythermograph or N ansen cast data.

OBSERVATIONS
During the EASTROP AC cruises STD casts
were completed from one side of a research
vessel and follo'wed by a N ansen cast from the
opposite side for all primary stations on which
complete hydrographic and biological observations were made. This procedure provided
Nansen bottle temperatures and salinities, at
12 depths for 500-m casts and up to 20 depths
for 1000-m casts, to compare with STD data.
The STD analog profile of the water column
(Fig. 1) was used at each station for determining the desired placement, relative to the
thermocline, of N ansen bottles on the cable.
EASTROPAC stations were occupied at regular intervals along lines of longitude of various lengths behl,'een lat 20° Nand 20 ° S. Stations were also occupied along diagonals and
east-'west lines connecting the major lines of
longitude. The stations 'were designated A,
B, and C, depending upon the types of observations made and the depths obtained. In most
cases, stations 'were occupied every 20 nautical
miles in the following order: A, C, B, C, A, C,
B, C, etc. Between lat 5° Nand 5° S, an additional "C" station was occupied between an
"A" and "B" station. Characteristically, a
1000-m STD cast was made on all "A" stations,
a 500-m cast on all "B" stations, and either a
300-mXBT (expendable bathythermograph) or
300-m STD cast on all "C" stations. In an area
of special interest or between major lines of
longitude, a 300-mor500-m STD cast was made.
Lowering rates of the STD sensor "vere
established to minimize irregular salinity val-

Figure l.-Reproduction of original STD analog trace
made on EASTROPAC Cruise 20, Station 208, on
May 15, 1967 (lat 02°25' S, long 104°56' W). The
salinity trace (on the left) shows "spikes" in the
thermocline where temperature trace (on the right)
shows rapid decrease with depth (frequent switchback of· temperature trace).

ues. This was especially important through
the thermocline where the STD sensor could
not compen ate quickly to the effect of rapid
temperature changes on conductivity. Through
experimentation, at various drop rates, satisfactory results 'were obtained at 35 m Imin
through the thermocline to approximately
200 m, and at 75 m min at deeper levels.

DATA PROCESSING
Because the STD system was designed to
record data at high rates in digital form on
magnetic tape, processing of the digital data
logger (DDL) tapes has been carried out by
computer. The initial data processing of approximately 38 STD field tapes, collected during
EASTROP AC, into 17 tapes (hereafter called
intermediate tapes) of smoothed profiles of
temperature and salinity at 1-m intervals was
described by Jones (1969). The sections which
follow discuss in detail the procedures, both
manual and automated, which have evolved over
many months of techniques developed for processing STD data from intermediate tapes into
2

corrected final data tapes, and thereafter, the
construction of vertical sections of temperature
and salinity.

at least part of the time. In these situations
the STD data were recorded only on the analog
traces. Occasionally the entire STD system
failed to operate so that Nansen casts provided
the only data for determining temperatures
and salinities. Fortunately, most of the STD
data were recorded on tape in digital form and
subsequently processed directly onto an intermediate data tape at 1-m intervals.
An analog trace of temperature and salinity
vs depth was produced as the STD sensor was
lowered (Fig. 1). Several points of inflection
were manually picked off the temperature and
salinity traces; these points were selected to
describe adequately the temperature and salinity structure of that particular column of water.
In the region of a sharp thermocline, particular
care was needed in extracting data points. In
this region, the temperature scale changes rapidly, which results in a nearly horizontal temperature trace compressed over a small change
in depth. (Fig. 1 illustrates a typical sharp
thermocline.) A data point was usually extracted at the top, midway through, and at the
bottom of the thermocline. If the temperature
gradient was not particularly severe, one or two
additional data points were extracted in the
thermocline.
The salinity trace in Figure 1 illustrates a
feature called "spiking" which was frequently
found in a sharp thermocline. This anomalous
feature resulted when the STD sensor passed
through a strong temperature gradient. This
situation required reconstructing the trace by
penciling in a revised profile line which either
eliminated a single spike entirely or averaged
adjacent spikes. Data at inflection points were
then extracted from the penciled line. Depths,
temperatures, and salinities extracted from
each trace were subsequently punched onto IBM
data cards. A computer program described in
the following section used these data cards to
interpolate between inflection points the depth,
temperature, and salinity at 1-m interval.

Processing Data From a
Digital Data Logger
The STD system is designed to be used with
a digital data logger. The data logger records
the data accurately and eliminates the tedious
process of picking off inflection points of temperature and salinity from the analog trace
and interpolating between points at 1-m intervals. If, for example, the STD probe is lowered to 500 m, the complete cast would consist
of an STD tape record of depth, temperature,
and salinity for each meter of depth extracted
from the DDL tape, as well as a visual interpretation of the same data by means of an
analog trace.
Computer printouts of the intermediate STD
tapes have clearly shown that the ideal cast
was rarely obtained. More commonly, the upper andl or lower few meters of data were missing on tape and occasionally half or nearly all
of the data were missing. For this reason a
computer program referred to as TAPEMOD
was developed to fill in data at the missing
levels. There were five types of corrections
used in this program, depending on where and
how much data were missing. They were designated by code as types 0 and 1 corrections
for only a few surface and lower levels missing,
t ypes 2 and 3 for several lower and upper levels
missing, and type 4 for the entire DDL record
missing on tape. In a very few instances, anomalous data on tape had to be replaced. (This
was done in a special section of the program.)
Types 0 and 1 were internal corrections made
by extrapolating temperature and salinity be. tween two depths (specified on computer data
control cards). Types 2,3, and 4 were external
corrections made by inserting data cards (containing temperatures and salinities) derived
from an ir..terpolation program. These corrections and the interpolation program will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections.

The Interpolation Program
Prior to EASTROP AC the Inter-American
Tropical Tuna Commission had developed a
computer program to interpolate temperatures
and salinities to standard depths. Because this
program incorporated established mathematical

Processing Data From Analog Traces
On several EASTROPAC cruises a digital
data logger was not used or it was inoperative
3

mi,','ing- or a s ub urfac(! t 'mpf;rature maximum (' ist·, the ap]Jan:nt sUI'face values
arc det('rmincd by log-arithmie extrapolatin 11.

procedures for interpolating Nallsen cast datn
to conform to typical 11l'ofiles, it was adapted
for use with STD data. A mathematical description of the interpolation scheme is presented by Forsbergh and Broen kow (Elf);').
A general description of thc interpolation program, as adapted for EASTROP
,is as
follows:

fi. 1\ flf'r all temperature

and thermo. tHic
Cllloll1alic" hay 1J(>.n intcl'pfJlated, tlH! potential d'llsity anrJnlalip are computed
from th interpola eel hCl'mo teric anomalies. Finall', th int rpolat'd alillities
(Ht 1-111 interval) al' d terminer! by an
it rativc computatiunal prnc dure u ing a
tran former! pot n ial 0 nsity anomaly
quation ( ixth rI gr e polynomial ) wher
th
alillity i th _ rmly unkn{Jwn. The
illitial vnlu ~ of ~t1inity i et at 35(" for
th itC'l'ation.

1. Depths, temperatures, a1111 sal i 11 i tie ex ~
tracted from STD analog trace' 01' from
Nansen cast data in the absence of TD
traces are read into the computer from
tape or card decks with one :::;et of data and
a header record for each station to 1) interpolated.
2. From information entered i1 to til(' computer on control cards, the I \ el: fuJ'
which interpolation is to he lH'rf()rmcd arc
set up for each station.

'I'll il t rplliat _r1 data (ln' jJunche I ()11 card
or put ontl) ape by pro<rram option. The computt J' output al 0 illclucl
a print r !i tingof ob >I'V d nnrl int.q nla rl valli of tem) eratul', alinity. P{Jt ntial cI n ity alld tabili ty
(varia ion of pot ntial d n ity anomaly wi th
d pth . 1n (ddi ion, pl'IIfile' of t mperature \' .
I pth and tt>ml rntur \' .. alinity nre printed.
Th printer output provide quality c ntrol information fo!' d rmining'th ace ptabilityof
the int >l'jllliation .
Each . >t ('ta tion) of ob 'en'ed data i i nterpolated from the uppel'mo:t to lowe t required
depth. ancl the onta writt n on the output tape
before the program loop. hack to work on another :et. Cnpie:-. of thi: IH'o~ram (FORTRA.'
source lang-uag-e) and a detailed write-up of
it operation are a\'ailable at the . ~ational i.Iarine Fi herie en'ice (. '~IF ). La Jolla, CaJjf.

3. Before the interpolation hegin . thel'mosteric anomalies are computed fOl' all of
the leyels for which the initial ob. ervations are entered. If there exi t a ~ ub
surface maximum of temperature. the
temperature profile ( water col umn) i. divided into three regions. Region 1 extends
from the surface to the depth of maximum
temperature or thermosteric anomaly.
Region 2 lies beh\'een the depth of maximum temperature and the midpoint of the
maximum temperature gradient in the
thermocline. Region 3 include all depths
below the mid-thermocline depth. When
no inversions exist in the mixed layer ann
the highest temperature is at the surface,
the water column consists of Regions 2
and 3.

Calibrating STD Data

4. Temperature gl'adients are computed between successive pairs of temperatures
from the surface to the lowest depth. The
maximum temperature gradient is found
and a depth, temperature, and thermosteric anomaly for the midpoint of maximum gradient is found by linear interpolation.

The STD data interpolated at 1-m inten'als
and stored on the intermediate tape were calibrated at selected le\'els again t corre ponding
data of the X ansen cast. Two level were chosen for calibration, one at the surface and the
other at approximately 400 m. The latter
seemed to be sufficiently below the thermocline
to eliminate anomalous "spikes" (see Fig. 1)
which sometimes appeared on the analog traces
where there were strong temperature gradients. Temperature and salinity differences
between STD data and Nansen data were calculated at each level and plotted against a sta-

5. Interpolations at 1-m depth intervals of
temperatures and thermosteric anomalies
are computed for the upper and lower regions by a logarithmic equation. When a
surface temperature an d/or salinity is
4

tion number. At the 400-m level, a running
average of the differences was plotted (Figs.
2 and 3) . From these plots correction factors
were determined by the least squares method
and punched onto each station identification
card (described in the next section). Every
temperature and salinity value recorded on the
intermediate tape was modified according to
the signs and magnitudes of the corrections.
The anomalous surface t emperature and sa-

o

Preparation of the Final STD Tape
During t he development of the computer
programs t o process STD data it became apparent t hat data on the intermediate tapes for
each cruise had missing temperatures and salinities at t he top and/ or bottom of most of the
casts. I n a ddition, small temperature and salinity corrections were needed to cor rect nearly all
STD data so that they would be consistent with
N ansen data. Therefore, it was decided to
prepare a final STD tape which incorporated
the temperature and salinity corrections and
the missing data. Furthermore, for proper
identification of each set (station) of data,
time, date, and location annotations were required at the beginning of each data set. Procedures for obtaining corrections and missing
data have been described in the previous sections. The remainder of this section will describe the preparation and format of a final, annotated STD data tape. The format of the
STD final tape was developed through a coordinated effort of the EASTROPAC staff from
the NMFS, La Jolla, and Scripps Institution of
Oceanography. Representatives of the N ational Oceanographic Data Center, Washington,
D.C., were consulted as to their requirements
for archiving of STD data on magnetic tapes
and their distribution.
The STD data for each station of a cruise
consisted of a separate file on the tape. Each
tape contained as many files as there were
usable STD casts taken during a cruise. The
number of files (stations) of STD data was not
recorded on the tape. However, EASTROP AC
Information Papers No.6, 8, and 9 indicate
which stations have STD data on tape and the
lowest depth reached on each cast.
Each file of STD data consists of three computer records written on tape in hyper-density
(800 bits per inch) as described below. A partial computer printout of STD data for a station from the final tape is shown in Figure 4.

C.ORRECTION

CORRECTION

FACTOR

,FACTOR

-0:: :,::

linity values on tape were corrected in the
TAPE MOD program to correspond to those
obtained from the surface calibration curves.

r;;~~f:~::GE

'./~00 _ _ _---'----;;----:, . - -_ _ _""-::.....---=-""~_
o

o --,'
-:-_ ........ ____ -..--0

STATION NUMBER

Figure 2.-Plot of temper a ture differ ences between
digital data logger (DDL) an d Nansen data at ap proximately 400 m. A correction factor, derived
from a running average of nine values of t emperature
difference, is applied to the DDL temper atu res. In
this plot a correction of + 0.17° C is applied for
stations 006 to 016 and a correction of +0.07 ° C for
stations 018 to 052.

o

-0--

-

RUNNING AVERAGE

!C OF
L___~IFFER~NCES
-0---_
---

STATION NUMBER

Figure 3.-Plot of salinity differ ences bet ween digital
data logger (DDL) and Nansen da t a at approximately 400 m. One or more correction factors are
de::.-ived from a running a verage of nine salinity
difference values and applied to the DDL salinities.
In the above plot, a correction of - 0.040%0 is applied
for stations 006 to 008 and a correction of -0.015%0
for stations 0170 to 052.

1. Record one contains, in binary-coded-decimal (BCD) form, the latitude, longitude,
date, time (at beginning of STD cast) and

5

ignated (hy control cards) depths where
the desired temperatures and salinities
have he en ohtained from STD analog
traces or N ansen cast data. This type of
correction can be made between any two
depths of the STD cast.

the depths between which modifications
or additions were made.
2. Record two consists of two binary words
giving, in order, the EASTROPAC station
number followed by the lowest depth to
which a usable cast was recorded.

3. Insert missing temperatures and salinities
which have heen interpolated externally
between given depths. These data are
read into the program from tape or cards
which were generated by the interpolation
program.
4. Replace or insert an entire cast of temperatures and salinities which have been
interpolated at 1-m intervals externally
from data read at inflection points off the
TD analog traces or from . . Tan en bottle
elata. In thi type of correction the STD
data on the intermediate tape were found
to be in error oyer nearly all the cast.
The second part of TAPE1\IOD terminates
with an application of a single valued correction
for each temperature and another for each salinity-the values of which are predetermined
and applied at all depths. If no corrections
are to be applied for a station, the appropriate
columns on the tation location card are left
blank.
In part three of this program, the salinity
profiles al'e moothed for a second time. The
first smoothing of temperature and salinity
profiles is accomplished when the intermediate
tape is prepared (Jones, 1969). Additional
smoothing of salinity profiles is accompli hed
in TAPE:iYIOD using a step function filter developed by Taft and Jones at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. The filter consists
of a tapered running mean which smooths out
the peaks ( pikes) on the salinity profile and
leaves the end points of each spike with very
little alteration. Several filters were tested
with EASTROP AC STD data.
Finally, the completed and corrected STD
cast of data is '''Titten on the final tape in three
records as described above. The top and bottom
50 m of data are listed by computer together
with the station annotation record as shown
in Figure 4. These listings serve as quality
checks for the computer processing.
The program repeats the steps described
above station by station until an entire cruise

3. Record three contains, in binary format,
all depths, temperatures and salinities, in
sequence, for each meter of depth from
the surface to lowest depth recorded.
The computer program, TAPEMOD, which
prepares a final tape, consists of three parts
which run in sequence through each file of data
from the first station to the last in a cruise.
The first part of the program reads in program
control data cards which designate the stations
and inclusive depths that require modifications
or additions. The first set of control cards
contains, in ascending order, the station numbers and types of correction for each station.
These are followed by a second set of control
cards specifying the upper and lo\ver levels
to which the corrections are to be applied.
Following these two sets of contI'ol cards is a
set of station identification cards. There is a
card for each STD station containing cruise
number, station number, date, time, latitude,
longitude, and the temperature and salinity
correction factors. The first part of the program is concluded when the major program
loop is entered and the STD data on the intermediate tape for a station is stored in the computer's memory.
The second part of TAPEMOD consists of
determining from control data which type of
modification, if any, is to be applied for a station to fill in missing data or replace existing
data. Five types of corrections were described
earlier; each is designed to perform one of
the following functions:
1. Insert missing temperatures and salinities
from input data at one or more 1-m levels
from the surface downward for cases
where the top of the mixed layer is not
isothermal and/or isohaline. In all isothermal and isohaline cases, the program
automatically fills in missing data upward
from the first valid depth with data.
2. Interpolate internally missing temperatures and salinities between two predes6
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4.-Partial computer printout of STD data for Cruise 20, Station 208, on May 15,
(lat 02°25' S, long 104°56' W) as compiled on magnetic tape. The upper and lower
are printed for an initial data quality check. The above calibrated data and analog
(Fig. 1) were taken simultaneously.

of STD data has been processed. As soon as a
final tape has been written it is ready for use
in constructing vertical sections of temperature and salinity. Vertical sections for selected
stations (up to 54 stations per section) are constructed by a computer program described in
the next section. There are available for
reference at the NMFS Southwest Fisheries
Center, La Jolla, complete 1-m listings of
temperature and salinities for each station
and all cruises. Listings of STD data for
selected stations from the final magnetic tape
can be obtained also for a small computer
charge.

from Nansen bottle samples. The entire program is written in FORTRAN language used
for compilation into computer language by the
CDC 3600 computer. This FORTRAN language is compatible with the FORTRAN IV
language used by other large scale scientific
computers. The analyses are generated by
computer, but the drawing of contours is done
by a CalComp Plotter.
The program consists of a main part with
the acronym VACOST (vertically analyzed contours of oceanographic salinities and temperatures) and two subprograms referred to as
CONTRA and CONTRB. In VACOST temperatures and salinities for selected stations
are read from magnetic tape into the computer's
memory. The STD data are arranged into four
two-dimensional arrays by station and depth.
The four arrays consist of sets of temperatures
and salinities which are subdivided into two
arrays: one array contains temperatures or
salinities for 0- to 300-m depths at 2-m intervals; the other array contains temperatures or
salinities for depths from 300 to 500 m or to
1000 m at 5-m intervals. The temperature data
are contoured from two arrays first while salinity data are temporarily stored on a computer
disk file. After the temperature contour

CONSTRUCTION OF VERTICAL
SECTIONS BY COMPUTER
The Computer Program
A computer program was developed to provide a rapid and accurate means of constructing
vertical cross sections of sea temperatures and
salinities (Figs. 5 and 6) observed at stations
along cruise lines. Although this program was
designed to use STD data recorded on magnetic
tape, other versions also are being used on
the EASTROPAC Project, to contour other
physical, biological, and chemical data obtained
7
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Project the longest vertical s diems have been
drawn along specified meridians b.'tween lat
:W o
and ~OO S, lm(1 they are from 3G to 40
inches in length. Each vertical section is divided into two parts: the upper. ection consists of the contours fmm the surface to 300 m
with a fixed vertical eli ·t:tn('(! of 11.86 inches
1 cm); alld the lower section
(scale: 10 Il1
of contour ..; extends from !300 m to 1000 m with
a fixed vcrtical distanc of 13.7!"J illchc .. (scale:
20 m
1 cm). There is a O.G-inch break bet", en th upper and 10\\ er part of the s ction .
The locatiolls of statiolls arc marker! hy ticks
ane! l1111nlJcrs betweel1 the section break and
alol1g the ha e of thc l()\\' r pction.
The (tal omp Plotter draw ('ontour by
receiving, in 'equence from mag-netic tape, the
horizontal and \ erUcal eli. tance of points along
a contour as measured from a PI' de. ignated origin which i .. located in the lower left corner
of a \' rtical. ctian.
illce the plotter requires
incremelltal eli 'bnce: between point in inches,
tran:formati()11 from grie! eli tances to actual
chart eli tanre in inche are completed before
the plotter tape i written. Becau e the station are not uniformly paced, the horizontal
di tance: :1l'e also re calee!. All scaling and
transforming of the contour location' are completeel a. ~()on a the grid locations of a single
contour are found within an array of data
point. The tran 'formed location of all contour having the ame value are tored on the
plotter tape along with plot command before
a contour with a different yalue is located.
In order to pace the tations properly along
the horizontal axis of each yertical section, the
program requires information giving the distances between each station-for the E ASTROP AC expeditions the horizontal distance is
60 nautical miles equal to 3 cm in distance.
After reading STD data from tape, the computer reads in a set of data cards with th e properly scaled distances between the stations used
for a particular section. These distances a re in
inches; they are computed in another computer
program which reads the latitude and longitude
of each station from a station location card and
computes the number of nautical miles and
scaled distances in inches from one station to
the next. (At a later date it may be possible
to use the latitudes and longitudes as read from
the first record of each station on the fin al STD

analysis is complete, salinities replace the temperatures in the same data array. The computer's memory size limits the program to using
not more than 54 stations of data during one
run.
Once an array of data is properly stored the
program transfers control to the subprogram
CONTRB, where the contour analysis is performed. First, the locations of isotherms (1 ° C
interval) for the 0- to 300-m and 300- to 1000-m
sections are determined, and CalComp Plotter
commands are generated and \\'ritten on a
plotter (magnetic) tape. Then in a second pass
through the program, locations of contours of
salinities (isosals at O.Fcc salinity) are (letermined, and appropriate CalComp commands
are stored on the plotter tape follo,,·ing those
for temperature.
The location of preselected contours in an
array of data is performed in the CONTRB
subprogram by means of a search routine. The
boundaries or edges of each array are searched
to find the beginning of a contour (if one begins
at an edge). The search is continued inward
from the edges using a four-point data sub et,
i.e., the data in the array for two consecutiye
stations and two depths, until an opposite
boundary is reached or the contour closes on
itself. When the end point of a contour is
found, the search continues throughout the
array to determine if there are other contours
with the same value. This procedure is continued until the locations of all selected contours
have been found in the array. The contour
search routine is described in more detail in
the next section.
The specific location of a contour \vithin an
array of data is given initially in terms of gridpoint values which are referenced by depth and
station number. When a contour falls between
two grid points, a linear interpolation is made
to find the exact grid location.

Plotting the Contours
The construction of the isotherms and isosals
is done mechanically by means of the CalComp Plotter whose commands for constructing the frame of the sections, and printing latitude and station numbers, are generated in
subprogram CONTRA. The vertical sections
are variable in length, depending on the number of stations used. For the EASTROPAC
10
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data tape to compute the distances between
stations. ) The input data giving distance betv.:een stations also contain the station numbers
to be used to label the stations at the bottom
of each vertical section. Also, the distances, in
inches, between 5-degree-latitude marks are
read into the program for scaling the I-degree
tick mark onto the section.

,~
I ..
(1,1)

The Contour Search Routine
V

The description of the contour search routine
which follows does not reveal every step in
logic followed by the subprogram CONTRB in
locating and following the path of a contour
through an array of data. Rather, the general
scheme, which is used repeatedly, is outlined
in a descriptive form. It is not possible to determine from this description alone the program logic without reference to the computer
program. However, the program logic is not
unique, and it is possible to write another subprogram using a similar search routine as used
in CONTRB-but with other variations in the
search patterns through and around a cell.
It is important to note that this contour routine yields good results because: (1) a simple
search and linear interpolation scheme is used
in a manner which simulates that used by an
analyst; (2) the search is very fast because
no attempt is made to use high order polynomial
curve or surface fitting, which does require
considerable computer time; and (3) the array
of data is completely contourable without any
modification. When the data array is formed,
the contour analysis consists only in finding the
location of selected isotherms or isosals.
Each contour with a value (VC) is located
within the array of M by N data points (Fig. 7)
by the following computer program steps:

.!

u, J·U

"( .1,I+U

"(',iI

v

A

( +1,

If 110 cros, ing is found, retul'1l t th main

]1l'ogram, A check i~ mad> whil mo\ mg
through the arrar to a UI''' that th
boundaries are not being' exc( Q( d.
f

3.

vided into four equal ct r a
figure 7A; and the valu at th
the cell i founei by
1',

1

J

t'

wher the .'ub cript 1 ( ')
sent date point of tt ml

atthefourconler ofa

1. Set the value (VC) of a temperature or
salinity contour and enter CONTRB subprogram with the location of the data
array "V". the number of station 0.1) .
and the number of depths (N) in the data
array to be contoured.

f th

2. Search the outer edge of the array for
the crossing of the contour (YC). If no
cro ing can be found on the outer edg-e~,
continue to earch around and inward toward the center until a cro.'. ing i..: fund.
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2. Source language: FORTRAN-63 for the
CDC 3600 or a compatible FORTRAN IV language is used. (It may be necessary to modify
some FORTRAN statements if FORTRAN IV
is required as a source language.)

This prevents running two or more contours with the same value through the
same sector.
4. The next step consists of finding the next
sector within the same cell through which
the contour passes and the appropriate
points of diagonal crossing. If the contour
does not pass into a third sector of the
cell, it passes through one of three other
edges of the cell. Tests are continually
made to determine whether the intercell
movement continues or the contour passes
through an edge. As the contour leaves
one cell through an edge, it also passes
into an adjacent cell; and the steps described above are repeated. Three or four
location points are found for each contour
wi thin a cell.

3. Tape drives: To compile the FORTRAN
source program into machine language, two or
more tape drives are used. At the time of execution, one magnetic tape drive is required to
store CalComp commands and contour data
points, and one scratch tape or disk file is used
to store salinities.
4. Output equipment:
A CalComp (30inch drum) incremental (resolution: 100 increments/ inch) Plotter, model 723, a tape drive,
and a converter unit are required. Computer
printer is needed to list out the temperatures
and salinities which are being contoured. (An
array format is optional.)

5. The search routine continues from cell to
cell until a boundary of the array is
reached or the beginning of the contour
is again reached, i.e. the contour closes
on itself. The program control returns
again to the main program where the
value of the next contour to be found is
assigned and control returns again to
CONTRB.

Computer Program Data Limitations
1. Core memory size must be 32,000 words
or greater.

2. The product of the two dimensions of a
data array times four must not exceed 32,000
because of a logic routine used in CONTRB for
contour search.

6. Before the location points of each contour
are written on the plotter tape with appropriate plotter commands, the x (horizontal) and y (vertical) points along each
contour are rescaled from grid values to
inches from the plot origin. Finally, a
running three-point smoother (with central point weighting) is applied to remove
small irregularities which may be imposed
on contours by not having a continuous
field of data.

3. The width of a vertical section cannot exceed 29.5 inches, but it may be any desired
length.
4. A single analysis cannot use more than 54
stations of data because of memory size. However, two analyses can be run and spliced together by using the same station data for the
last of one section and the first of the following
section.

The program also prints out in an array the
values of temperatures and salinities used during the contour analyses (optional).

Library Subroutines Required
1. CalComp subprograms as described by
California Computer Products, Inc. These subroutines are usually on the library tape at installations using the CalComp Plotter.
2. Standard Share type mathematic subroutines as: negative zero test, tape rewind and
file skipping, tape read/write routines, print
routines, arc tan function , minimum function of
a number, and square root function.

Computer Requirements and
Restrictions
1. ize and type: A medium or large-scale
:ci ntific computer similar to the CDC 3600
with n 3~,OOO word or greater memory core is
rell u ired.
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Computer and Plotter Timing

tion of the field tape printouts. As proce •• ing
progressed through each step, as outlined in
preceding sections, various unforeseen difficulties were continually encountered requiring
program revisions.
In order to minimize the manual effort and
computer time required in processing future
STD data, it is recommended that users of the
STD adhere strictly to the following standard
STD shipboard procedures and those described
in Appendix A:

1. To analyze contours at intervals of (1 0 C)
for temperature and (O.l%D ) for salinity from
the surface to 1000 m for 50 stations requires
approximately 4.5 min of computer time on the
CDC 3600.
2. To plot the contour analyses in two separate plots for the dimensions described in 1
above requires 25 min of CalComp 30-inch
plotter time.

1. Lower sensor through the thermocline to
about 200 m at a rate not exceeding 35 m /
min.

CONCLUSIONS
The STD afforded oceanographers on EASTROP AC an opportunity of observing accurately and rapidly temperatures and salinities
to great depths. Many oceanographic features only partially observed or understood
from N ansen bottle or BT data have been documented and analyzed in great detail. The environmental conditions for the study of fishery
ecology have become more definitive partly because of the STD.
While the STD has provided detailed profiles
of water columns with an accuracy approaching
that of N ansen cast data, it has created some
new problems in processing, displaying and
archiving oceanographic data. Most of the
STD data processing and computer programming was begun in the last quarter of 1967,
except for the initial computer work done by
Jones (1969). The National Marine Fisheries
Service, which was the principal funding agency during the EASTROP AC cruises, also provided most of the funds for data processing.
Since processing large amounts of STD data on
magnetic tape had never been carried out before, considerable expenditures in money and
man hours have been devoted to the development of a procedure, involving both manual
. and computer techniques, which would insure
accurate results with minimum personnel involvement.
Due to the enormous quantity of STD data
collected from the ETP area and to unforeseen
programming difficulties that eventually occurred, a great deal of manual effort as well
as computer time was necessary to generate the
data quality that was finally achieved. In the
early stages, processing centered around program development followed by a quality inspec-

2. To insure the STD has reached the desired
depth, determine the actual depth obtained
with the sensor by reading the frequency
control panel. Inaccurate pen setting on
the analog trace will produce inaccurate
depth readings.
3. Allow a sufficient warm-up period, at least
15 min, for the sensor and recorder. This
precaution will generally eliminate the
recording of anomalous data in the surface
levels.
4. Check the pen positions on the analog
charts with bucket temperature and salinograph to insure proper initial positioning.
The procedures described in this paper are
not unique and there may be other simpler or
more complicated approaches; but wherever
magnetic tape is used it is recommended that:
(1) the tapes be of high quality; (2) large
numbers of corrections should be programmed
onto tape; and (3) the final STD data tapes
should be well annotated and written with fairly
uniform record lengths in a density mode of
556 bits per inch. Higher data density modes
on magnetic tape may increase the cost of processing tapes when computer tape units are
slightly out of adjustment.
Most of these recommendations were incorporated into the STD operating procedures before the EASTROP AC cruises ,,'ere completed.
However, it should be empha ized that if a
digital data logger is not used and if operating
procedures are not clo ely followed, the pr cessing of STD data into useful information
which can be profiled or contoured into ~ections
will be very tedious and expen in. The STD
13

not available. Miriam Oleinik provided valuable assist ance in programming STD corrections to be inserted onto the final STD data
tapes ; and C. M. Love, Editor of the EASTROPAC Atlas, greatly contributed to the design
and format of the computer drawn vertical
sections which appear in the Atlas.

system is designed to be used with a digital
data logger, and the correct use of the entire
system will provide data tapes which are easy
to process.
The initial set of vertical sections of temperature and salinity produced by computer are
preliminary contour analyses from which the
analyst can determine the accuracy of STD
data for each station as related to adjacent stations. Large irregularities in the data are revealed graphically in the contour patterns of
the vertical sections. The smaller irregularities
and subtle changes in salinity can be examined
in detail by reconstructing the vertical sections
by computer using different contour intervals.
Final computer-drawn vertical sections, which
incorporate all desired changes in the STD data
records, have been prepared for the EASTROPAC Atlas with only minor alterations being
applied to the sections by a draftsman.
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APPENDIX

OPERATION OF THE STD SYSTEM
By
RAYMOND E. SHUEY"
The Bissett-Berman, in situ Salinity/ Temperature/Depth (STD) data system" is an ensemble of underwater sensors lowered by an
armored single-conductor cable. The sensor's
operating voltage is sent down the cable from
the power supply section of the deck unit.
Salinity measurement utilizes an inductive
probe to measure conductivity of which the
final readout is in parts per thousand. Temperature is measured with a sensing element
which is a fast-response, platinum resistance
thermometer. Depth is measured with a platinum strain gauge.
Sensor output signals from these three measurements (frequency modulated) are multiplexed and sent up the single-conductor cable.
A set of discriminators in the deck unit separate and convert the three FM signals into
d-c analog voltages. The signals continue to a
digital data logger (DDL) unit which scans all
sensors and then records in computer-compatible format onto magnetic tape. The analog
signals are plotted on an Xl, Xz, -y recorder
with salinity and temperature presented as
functions of depth. The chart is its own function as it advances thus recording depth. Prior
to making an STD cast, the following procedure
is followed:

3. Salinity-temperature-range switches are
set to read surface values.
4. The station number is punched (inserted)
on the DDL tape, and the sample interval
is decided and set by a switch (sampling
rate minimum of 100 m to a maximum of
16 sec).
5. The STD "fish" (Appendix Fig. 1) is lowered into the water just below the surface
(Appendix Fig. 2) for a short soaking
period.
6. The chart recorder (Appendix Fig. 3) is
actuated with balance-motor switch.
7. The temperature pen is set on the surface
line of the analog strip chart.
8. The salinity pen is set slightly above surf ace line to allow for pen crossing.
9. The data logger (Appendix Fig. 3) is
switched on, and the cast is begun with
the lowering of the fish at approximately
35 m/ min.

Until the fish is below the thermocline, the
temperature-range switch, and in some instances the salinity-range switch, on the discriminators will need adjusting to avoid having the
pens run off the scale. When the fish is below
the thermocline the lowering rate may be increased to approximately 75 m / min since water
is more stable. The deck unit usually includes
an electronic frequency counter which can be
used to monitor any of the three sensors. When
the desired depth is reached, the DDL, balance
motor, and recorder are switched off. The fish
is retrieved at approximately 75 m/ min while
depth is monitored on the frequency counter.

1. The recorder and sensor power-supply
switches (Appendix Fig. 3) are turned on
approximately 15 min in advance for
warm-up.
2. The depth discriminator range is set to
0-300 m, 0-750 m, or 0-1500 m, depending
on final depth desired.
• Physical Science Technician, National Marine
Fisheries Service, La Jolla, Calif.
" The system is also referred to as the salinity-temperature-depth data acquisition system, Hytech Model
9006.
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Appendix figure I.-The STD probe unit
or "fish" showing the protective cage for
the temperature, depth, and salinity
probes near the bottom. The probes lead
into pressure cases which house the electronics. The pressure case near the top
contains the multiplexing units which
combine the signals and send them up
the single-conductor cable.
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at the bench scale, pilot plant, and demonstration plant levels can be easily incorporated to
keep the program current with the available
knowledge about each process.
Typical process flow sheets were developed
with suitable options for each of the processes.
These were used along with the available information on the process to prepare the material and energy balance portions of the program. Changes in flow sheets, types of equipment, processing sequences, and operating
conditions, may be made following the internal
program changes procedures.
From the material and energy calculations,
the major items of equipment are sized and
their cost estimated through built-in design and
cost information. The program then determines the operating and manufacturing costs
subject to the input data and internal assumptions of the model.
Two important features of the program are
the built-in consistency of estimates for different processes and the continuity of estimates
during the several stages of development of a
given process. The uniformity of estimates results primarily from the use of a common set
of equipment cost subroutines and a common
set of assumptions regarding such cost items
as indirect costs, land, engineering, etc. Since
input data include the cost of labor, plant size,
and cost indices, the program is useful in many
broad-based studies of FPC production in different parts of the world at the present and in
the future.
The model provides for each FPC process
to be studied both internally and externally in
comparison with alternate processes. Internal
costs identify areas needing further research
and development. The ability to estimate costs
for a number of processes for a wide range of
input conditions provides the broad comparison
type information needed to guide a variety of
research and development projects. The engineering economic model contains five process
plant programs: fish meal; biological; isopropyl alcohol extraction; press cake-biological;
and press cake-isopropyl alcohol extraction.
Process descriptions and flow sheets are presented in the next chapter.
Fish meal processing is a common operation
and there are many such plants throughout the
world. Fish meal is used for animal feed while

the other processes make products for human
consumption. It was included to provide a basis
for comparison and because frequently intermediate meal products are a starting point for the
FPC processes. The other processes are viable
candidates for commercial manufacture of
FPC.

B. Cost Estimation
In the development and use of the model it
is important to have accurate cost information.
Equipment and capital cost data were obtained
from a number of recent publications. These
figures were compared and reviewed for consistency and accuracy. In several instances
costs were adj usted to meet the actual experience of individuals knowledgeable in the field
of marine protein manufacturing. Finally all
costs were adjusted to the base of early 1970.
The adjustment of cost data from the past
several years to an early 1970 value was made
using the Marshall and Stevens Equipment
Cost Index: which is published in the periodical
Chemical Engineering. The M & S Equipment
Cost Index is based on a value of 100 in the
year of 1926. The early 1970 base value of
297.5 is used for equipment costs in this report.
Adjustment in costs from one year to another is accomplished by mUltiplying the known
cost by the ratio of the index values at the two
years involved to obtain the desired cost. The
choice of the M & S Index over several other
indices that are available was based on the fact
that the components used in the M & S Index
are more nearly those present in FPC plants,
and the general observation that all the indices
have been moving at about the same rate in
recent years.
Use of these indices over more than a few
years leads to considerable uncertainty and is
not recommended. It is hoped that users of
the model will continually update the data from
the best sources available and not resort to
changing the cost index alone. Equipment is
continually being developed and many specific
items do not follow the average trends.
There is a wide variation in costs at any given
time. This is due in part to the inventory and
backlog situation of the individual manufacturers and suppliers. The best cost information is a written quotation for a specific item

to be purcha' d during a gi\' n p riod. In a
numb r f in tance , particularly for th IPAExtraction process (17), quote: on quipm nt
w re available and were used in aclj u ·ting th
literature data. K entially the sam thing wa.
done, through discussion with xp ri nc d person , for the typical fi h meal process.
The capital co t estimating proc dure of
Guthrie (6) was used in developing the process
engineering economic model. A module technique i employed in which cost element ha\'ing
similar characteristics and relationship are
grouJ ed together. Thi grouping is di cu sed
in the program output section. Published
equipment cost information wa obtained from
a number of sources (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14,
and 1f». The cost data were fit to appropriate
equations and are contained in the co t subroutine. This portion of the COml)llter program
and procedures for changing the data are di cu sed later in the report.
Costs of chemical and raw materials were
taken from recent issues of the Oil, Dnlg alld
Paint Reporter and from actual purchasing
experience. Some of these are program input
items and can be changed whenever the program is used. The cost of fi h i quite varied
and depends greatly on local conditi n. Fish
meal manufacturers often make contractual
arrangements with the boat owner whereby
the final price paid i dependent upon the income ultimately received from ,elling the fish
meal. Thi input item will require close attention of the program u er. The tradition of the
indu try of speaking in terms of fi h rather
than weight can al 0 be a point of confu ion.
For menhaden, one million fi h i, taken to be
755,000 pound of fish.

c. Process Economics
The model de\'elop the con truction, operating, and production a p ct - of each proce:'
ubject to ~p cific input and int rnal inform,tion. It d
not d al with the conomic of
elling the IH'oduct and the re ultino- profit
and l' turn on in\'e tment.
Each of th PI' ce ,mak,. \ ral produc
and COIl. qu nUy l'equir , the 111< nag~l'i I d ci~ion: of co. t allocati n to
.- ahli:h .' ~1Ii1l('f
pric 'of product~. ~Iark ting, in\'ent ry manag- ment. product di:tributil n. ,nd :al c 11-

